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Creating a bedtime routine for your little
one can be stressful for some parents.

Bedtime should be an enjoyable time, not a
stressful one. Use the following tips to help

create the perfect bedtime routine.



Creating Nap &
Bedtime Routines

Nap and bedtime routines can be
essential to alerting your little one

that sleep is near

A bedtime and nap time routine can be implemented from
the age of newborn!
 
Nap routines are just as important as bedtime routines. Nap
time routines only need to last a short 5 minutes, but should
be relaxing and not stimulating for your child.
 
Example: Diaper change, sleep sack, into dark room with
white noise, 3-5 minute wind down with
Mom/Dad/Caregiver, into bed.
 
Bedtime routines should last roughly 10-30 minutes and be
consistent every night. Your bedtime routine should include
the same 3-5 minute wind down routine in the dark room
with white noise, that you use in your nap routine.
 
After 4 months of age, if you are focusing on encouraging
indepedendent sleep, it is important to separate the
bedtime feeding from bedtime. You can do this by offering
the feed at the beginning of your baby's routine.



Bedtime Routine
Examples:

Examples of routines for all ages:

-

Newborn to 2 months:  Feed,  quick wipe down,  lot ion ,
diaper ,  pyjamas,  white noise ,  swaddle ,  bed.
 
 
4 Months+:  Feed,  bath ,  pyjamas,  book,  3-5 wind down
with white noise ,  bed.
 
 
4 Months+:  Feed,  sponge bath ,  lot ion ,  pyjamas,  teeth ,
wind down rout ine ,  bed.
 
 
Weaned Toddler :  Bedt ime snack,  teeth ,  sponge bath ,
lot ion ,  pyjamas,  book,  wind down rout ine ,  bed.
 
 
Preschool/Older Chi ld:  Down t ime & Snack,  teeth ,  use
washroom, wash hands/face,  book,  bed.
 

DISCLAIMER:
Always follow the advice of your Doctor or trusted Medical Professional.
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